
 

 

BANBURY-BASED FAMILY-RUN BUSINESS EXPANDS TO NEW PREMISES 
 
Edd Frost & Daughters www.eddfrostanddaughters.co.uk have expanded their business in Banbury by taking premises 
at Canada Close on the Marley Way Estate, located just off the Southam 
Road in Banbury.  Edd Frost, a qualified Funeral Director and brought up 
locally in Banbury, has quickly built up his own reputation based upon the 
company’s respect care, dignity and trust and in 2017, this family-owned 
and run business was awarded Cherwell Business Of The Year and Funeral 
Director Of The Year as a result of the exceptional care and support of 
families following the loss of their children. 
 

The new premises have been carefully developed to provide modern, 
comfortable surroundings reflecting the warm and homely environment 
accommodating both individual and family arranging requirements.  The accommodation provides and ensures privacy, 
peace and solitude. 
 

Harvey White, Property Negotiator at White Commercial Surveyors, comments “We were delighted to assist Edd Frost 
and Daughters with their search and long-awaited move to the Canada Close 
Business Park in central Banbury. The facility has experienced a ‘night and day’ 
refurbishment which has been undertaken to a meticulous standard, providing 
comfortable, peaceful surroundings for patrons during unquestionably one life’s 
most emotional and sensitive times. 
 

Edd Frost, Owner, of Edd Frost & Daughters comments “I started to look at larger 
properties and the prospect of moving premises within the town some time ago 
due to our Horton View site becoming too small.  As more staff were introduced 

and demand for our services increased, we needed the space and larger facilities to accommodate ours and our client’s 
needs.  I was fortunate enough to find the Canada Close premises early on but had not expected the long delays in 
negotiations in obtaining and securing our lease.  I was very grateful to Harvey and Andrew at White Commercial for 
their on-going support and constant updates in obtaining the lease.  Since confirming our move, a lot of time and 
planning has gone into designing what we think is a premises fitting for the service we provide - spacious, modern and 
well laid out.  Having settled in since the move in November we are expanding once more staff-wise and feel very 
comfortable in new the surroundings we’ve created.” 
 

 

 

http://www.eddfrostanddaughters.co.uk/

